
Unit 16  Dot 

Introduce the book and word list
Read the title with children. Ask who in the 
picture is named Dot (the toy cat) and why that 
is a good name for her. (She has orange dots 
on her.) Then ask children if they remember 
what the little cat Dot is attached to. (Hot 
Rod’s racer, the Fast Cat) Point out that Dot is 
special to Hot Rod and in this story something 
happens to her. Have children look at the 
picture on the inside front cover and make 
predictions about what happens to the toy cat. 
(It gets ripped or torn.) Then invite them to talk 
about a favorite toy and how they’d feel if it 
got broken.

Read the word list with children. Discuss what 
fantastic means. (really good, great)

Guide reading
Listen and give support as individuals read the 
book in a small group. Pause every few pages to 
ask comprehension questions.

Page 1  Why does Hot Rod fall off the Fast 
Cat? The Fast Cat hits a log and tips over. 
What happens to Dot? She falls off and lands 
in the grass. (Determine cause and effect)

What does the dotted line on the picture 
show? Dot’s path through the air from where 
she started to where she landed. (Understand 
graphic features)

Page 3  Alf says they should hunt in the 
grass. What does that mean? They should 
look for Dot in the grass. How do you think 

Hot Rod feels when Alf finds Dot? happy 
(Develop vocabulary; understand characters)

Page 4  What is wrong with Dot? she’s 
ripped; one leg is off What does Hot Rod 
mean when he says he “cannot stand it”? He 
doesn’t like seeing Dot broken. It’s too sad. 
(Develop vocabulary; understand characters)

Page 5  What does Hot Rod say to do with 
Dot? get rid of her, throw her away Why? She’s 
broken. What do you think Alf will do? try to 
fix Dot (Make predictions) 

Page 7  What does Alf do with Dot? He 
takes her to Lily and Cass to fix her. What 
does Lily do? stuffs Dot [Explain that she puts 
in stuffing—a soft, fluffy material that fills soft 
toys and pillows.] What does Cass do? sews 
Dot’s leg back on (Confirm predictions)

Page 9  What does Alf do with the fixed-
up Dot? ties her to the stand on the Fast 
Cat [Explain that stand is the name for a 
special thing for something to stand on. Have 
children point to Dot’s stand in the picture.] 
(Determine important ideas)

Key vocabulary: fantastic, hunt,  
cannot stand it, stuffing, stand, grin
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Page 10  What’s a grin? a smile Why does 
Hot Rod grin? He’s happy because Dot is fixed 
and back in place on the Fast Cat. How does 
he let the Superkids know he’s glad they 
fixed Dot? He thanks them and says Dot is 
fantastic. (Understand characters)

Discuss the book after reading it
1.  What do you think Hot Rod learned 

from Alf about what to do with a broken 
toy? A broken toy might not have to be 
thrown away. You might be able to fix it. 
(Understand a story’s lesson) 

2.  How does the fixed-up Dot (see page 9) 
look a little different from how she looked 
before she was broken? She now has 
stitches where she was sewn back together 
and string tying her to the stand. (Compare 
and contrast)

3.  If one of your favorite toys broke, would 
you rather get it fixed or get a new toy to 
replace it? Why? Answers and reasons will 
vary. (Connect text to self) 

Focus on steps in a process
Remind children that in the story Dot, the toy 
cat falls off Hot Rod’s racer and gets broken. 
Have children look at pages 6–9 and review 
with you the steps the Superkids follow to fix 
Dot and the racer. Prompt them by asking 
what the Superkids do first, second, third, and 
last. (First, Lily puts in more stuffing. Second, 
Cass sews the rip up and the leg back on. Third, 
Frits scrubs the dust off. Last, Alf ties Dot back 
into place on the Fast Cat racer.)

Point out that the steps had to be done in a 
certain order. Have children discuss why Lily 
had to put in more stuffing before Cass sewed 
up the rip. (There would be no way to get the 
stuffing inside after the rip was sewn shut.) Ask 
what might have happened if Frits rubbed and 
scrubbed before Dot had been sewn up. (Some 
stuffing probably would have fallen out.) 

Independent Activities

•  Have children reread the book several 
times for fluency practice. 

•  On Practice Page 
16, have children 
cut apart the 
boxes, number 
them, and glue 
them on a piece 
of paper in the 
correct order to 
show how Dot 
got fixed.

•  Remind 
children that it was nice of the 
Superkids to fix Dot for Hot Rod. Have 
them draw a picture and write or dictate 
sentences to tell about something nice 
they’ve done for someone.
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Directions: Have children cut apart the strips, put them in order, write a number in each little box to show the sequence of the steps for fixing Dot, and glue them on another sheet of paper in the correct order. The first step is already numbered for them. 

1   Dot lost a leg.

  Cass gets the leg on.

  Alf sets Dot on the stand.

  Lily stuffs and stuffs Dot.

  Frits scrubs the dust off.
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